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1.0 INTROLUCTION

The aim of this seminar handbook is to give an appreciation of the

possibilities of the range of metal joining techniques ~~own collectively as

welding. The seminar touches on design for welding, welding processes,

weldment quality, the use of symbols on drawings for welding and

nondestructive examination, and codes & standards.

The coverage is nevertheless brief almost to the point of being superficial.

Several crucial aspects of the design of weldments are merely skimmed. Many

economically-important welding processes used outside the construction field

have been left out, and much of welding metallurgy is completely ignored;

Full coverage of these topics would require many more hours than are

available. For those who require more specialized information, references

and further reading are given under each of the main headings.
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2.0 DESIGN FOR WELDING

2.1 Welding - One of Several Joining Methods

Welding is practically indispensable today. Nuclear power stations,

chemical plants, ships and aircraft could not exist in their present forms

without the strong, reliable joints provided by welding. At the same time,

welding processes help build low-cost mass-produced consumer goods from tin

cans to autos.

Welding is however only one of several joining processes which the designer

may choose:

COMPETING METAL-JOINING PROCESSES

(

Welding is never the only design solution. It can have undesirable

side-effects, including distortion, residual stress, impaired corrosion

resistance and damage to surface finishes. Select welding when:

Process

Welding

Brazing

Soldering

Rivetting

Bolting

Adhesives

Unitary construction

Example

pressure vessels

gas turbine blading

electronic components

truck bodies

structural steel

aircraft

(make it in one

piece:

- by casting, forging,

bending, etc.)

l
I
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welding offers the most satisfactory joint quality when joint

quality is paramoUDt (eg. pressure vessels)
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welding is the low cost production method when cost is paramount

(eg. office furniture)

2.2 Welding Joint Design

Common welded joint types are shown in Figure 1.

The loads in a welded structure are transferred from one member to another

thrOU&h the ,,;elded joints. The designer selects a joint type primarily for

the strength required and the service conditions in which the joints will

perform. The manner in which the stress is app~ied must be considered,

whether tension, shear, bending or torsion. Different joint designs are

called for if the load is fluctuating, when fatigue is a factor. Joints may

be designed to avoid stress concentrations and to minimize residual

stresses. Corrosive service conditions may require joints that are free

from crevices or other irregularities that make them susceptible to attack.

Many application Codes contain specific rules for weld joint design and

maaufacture (eg. joint strength factors and permissible joint

configurations) for the guidance of the designer - as in for instance the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code or the CSA Standard for Welded Steel

Construction.

In addition to the above, joints are detailed for economy and ease of

manufacture. Good access and simple weld configurations make it easy for

the welder to produce good workmanship and sound welds. Particular joint

configurations and surface finish may also be needed to facilitate

inspection and nondestructive examination.
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Applicable welds
Square-Groove
V-Groove
B..v....Groov..
U-Groov..

J-GrOQve
Flare-V-Groov..
Flar..·S..v....Groov..
Edge·Flange

(I A) BUll joint

Applicable welds

(I C) T-joint

(10) Lap joint

Flar.Be\lel-Groove
Edge-Flange
Corner.Flange
Spot
Projection
Seam

Applicable welds
J-Groov..
Flare·Sevel-Groov..
Spot
Projection
Seam

Applicable welds
J-Groov..
Flare·Bevel-Groov..
Spot
Projection
Seam

Fillet
Plug
5101
Bevel-Groove

Fillet
Plug
Slot
Square-Groov..
Bevel-Groove

Fillet
Square-Groove
V-Groove
Bevel·Groove
U-Groove
J-Groov..
Flare-V·Groov..

(IB) Corner joint

Applicable welds
Edg...Flang..
Corn..r-Flang..
Spot
Projeetion
Seam
Edg..

Plug
5101
Squar.Groove
Bevel..Groove
V-Groov..
U-Groove
J-Groove

(I E) Edge joint

Figure 1: TYPES OF JOINTS
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2.3 Weld Types and Joint Preparation

Two common weld types are fillet welds and groove welds, as illustrated in

Figure 2.

FILLET WELD~. CRoeNE WELDS

I

f ~
I

\2 I-{~
7=t I..

u·p JCIIIlT BUrr JOINT

•

+-- ---t

v

T-Jelll T

(ORNER
JOINT

Figure 2: FILLET & GROOVE WELDS IN COMMON JOINT ARRANGE.'lENTS
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Fillet welds consist cf a triangular weld deposit joining two members which

are approximately at right angles, without fusing all of the joint. Fillet

welds are used in lap, T and corner joints, and are very simple to prepare

and fit up. Where the design permits, fillet welds are used in preference

to'groove welds for economy.

Groove welds consist of weld metal deposited in a groove or bevel formed on

the edges of the adjoining parts. If the groove extends only part way

through the joint, the weld is termed a "partial-penetration" groove weld.

In "full-penetration" welds, the entire joint is fused.

"Square groove" welds are made by butting together two sections, with a

slight gap if necessary to aid penetration. The maximum thickness that can

be penetrated depends on the welding process, ranging from about 0.15 inch

for Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) to about 1/2 inch for Submerged Arc

Welding (SAW). In thicker sections, the joint edges must be bevelled to

give access to the root of the joint, and the groove is progressively filled

in one or more passes.

Obtaining a satisfactory weld root can be tackled in several ways. If both

sides of the joint are accessible, a sealing pass can be deposited after

grinding back the root to sound metal. Alternatively. a backing strip

tack-welded across the joint beforehand will support the first few weld

runs. Backing strips can sometimes be left in place, but if considered

objectionable must be removed after welding. When a joint must be welded

from one side only, in pipes for example, satisfactory penetration and root

profile is often achieved using GTAW for the root pass, which allows good

control of the amount of fusion. Accurate joint preparation and fit-up is

needed.

In larger thicknesses, the cross-sectional area of a single bevel groove is

large and needs a lot of welding to fill it. Above a certain thickness, the

amount of weld metal needed can be profitably reduced by preparations having

2028/ - 6 -
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a smaller volume such as J preparations. compound bevels. and double-V

grooves.

Because the choice of weld preparation depends on welding process and

technique as well as on purely technical considerations, it is advisable for

the designer to consult with the manufacturer or fabricator before

specifying details of weld preparations. or at least to adhere to some

recognized standard.
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Actual throat --f--"\.

effective throat

Convexity

eg and size

leg and size

..4---....,l.Theoreticai throat

(

(I6A) Convex fi lIel weld

Leg

Actual throat and
etleclive throat
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Theoretical throat
(168) Concave r!llet weld

Figure 3(a) FILLET WELD TERMINOLOGY
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Toe or weld _'\ ..,.

Face or weld
Face retnrorcement

ROOI 01 _d-.L:....-------~

Face
reinforcement

Groove weld made
before welding other side

Groove weld made
ane, _Idlng Olher s:.i;;.d;;.e_-__~_~

Root of weld

Figure 3(b): GROOVE WELD TERMINOLOGY
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2.4 Static Strength of Welded Joints

Fillet welds and partial penetration welds as well as full-penetration

groove welds are satisfactory in many applications involving static loading,

and can produce joints matching the strength of the parent material.

Caution is required if materials are to be welded which rely on special heat

treatment or cold working to impart strength or ductility, for example alloy

steels and aluminum alloys. In these cases, the heat from welding locally

disturbs the parent material and matching mechanical properties cannot be

expected without further processing. Weld defects resulting from improper

procedures may also impair joint properties.

Many design Codes, for instance the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

stipulate joint configurations, working stress levels and analytical

procedures in detail, which the designer is obliged to follow. Such Codes

may also require welding procedure and welder qualification tests to

demonstrate acceptable weld mechanical properties and soundness before the

procedures are used in production.

The table below gives allowable unit loads on steel fillet welds of various

leg sizes for general purpose use. It is assumed that the welds are equal

leg fillets where the weld "throat", a better indication of weld shear

strength, is equal to 0.707 of the leg length (see Figure 3). Usually a

weld metal is chosen which matches the strength of the base material,

The strength of connections between structural members composed of groups of

such fillet welds can be calculated by a method in which the welds are

treated as lines arranged around the section outline. The geometric

properties of the weld group, such as moments of inertia, are readily

calculated or found from tables, and the problem becomes simply one of

determining the force per unit length of weld.
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Slrenph IC'¥d o( weld mc!al k..i

60' 70' 80 90' 100 110" 120

Weld
size. in. Allowable wUlload.. (oj Ib in.

1/16 0.79' 0.930 1.06 1.19 I.JJ 1.-16 1.'9

Iii 1.'9 1.16 1.12 1.J9 . 1.6' 1.92 J.18

J116 l.J9 2.78 J.18 J.'I J.98 4.J8 4.n
1/4 J.18 J.71 4.24 4.n '.30 U3 6.36

'/16 J.98 4.64 '.30 '.97 6.63 7.29 7.9'

JiS 4.n '.n 6.36 7.16 7.9' I.n 9.'-'
7/16 '-'7 6.jO 7.42 8.J' 9.28 10.1I 11.14

1/2 6.J7 7.42 8.... 9." 10.61 11.67 12.7J

'i8 7.96 9.28 10.61 1I.9J 13.27 14.'8 lUI

J/4 90S' 11.14 11.73 14.32 ".92 17.'0 19.09

7/8 11.14 12.99 14.8' 16.70 18.n ZO.41 21.27

I 11.73 14.8' 16.97 19.09 21.21 23.J3 23.4'

a. Filla wcicb aauaUy lesaC'd by lhe join.. AISC·AWS TMk Commiuec

Table 1: ALLOWABLE UNIT LOADS ON STEEL FILLET WELDS

The following example illus~rates the steps in calculating the size of weld

in the bracket to column connection shown below.

1----!-10"---
18.000 lb.

MalIC combined
forces

872028/
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Figure 4: BRACKET JOINED TO A COLUMN FACE WITH A FILLET WELD
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Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Determine the centroid of the weld group. In this case Cyr =

3.75 in (from tables).

Determine the points where the resultant force per unit length is

a maximum. The bending or torsional component is greatest at the

point(s) furthest from the centroid (i.e., the right-hand ends of

the horizontal fillet welds in this case) and to this is added the

vertical shear, assumed to be uniformly distributed over the weld

group.

Determine the maximum resultant force/unit length.

The bending component is split into horizontal (f
h

) and vertical

(f ) components.
v

The horizontal bending component is:

(

f =
h

28/
-2

where

T, applied torque

J , polar moment of weld groupw
d = section depth

i.e. f
h

= 2,340 lb/in.

Similarly.

= T Cyrf v
J

w

=1,750 lb/in.

- 12 -
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The vertical shear force,

f s
P

:0-

Lw

where

P, shear force

1 , we ld lengthw

i.e.

f s =900 lb/in.

= 18,000 lb

= 20 in.

•

Step 4:

The resultant force per unit length is:

f = [f 2 + (f + f )2]1
h v s

= 3,540 lb/in.

Determine the weld size.

If the allowable stress on the effective area is 30% of the UTS,

and a 60,000 psi UTS filler is used,

t = 0.3 x 60,000 = 18,000 psi

Weld effective throat required:

f
E =- =

t

3,540 :0 0.197
18,000

in.

872028/
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Assuming an equal leg fillet, the fillet weld size

s .. --:E:.- .. 0.279 in.
0.707

In practice a 5/16 inch fillet weld would be specified.
- 13 -
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2',5 Fatigue of Welded Structures

"Fatigue failure" of a structure means the gradual formation and propagation

of a fracture under repeated or fluctuating loading.

Fatigue failure is one of the most common modes of failure of welded

structures. The fatigue strength of welded structures depends on the detail

design of the joints. Many well-conceived structures and pieces of

equipment are spoiled by poor detail design and bad selection of joint

types.

The reason why fatigue failures associated with welds are so common is

because it is easy to introduce severe stress concentrations to a welded

structure. A weld bead made across a plate creates ~ abrupt change of

section and hence stress concentrations at the toes of the weld bead. If

the plate is subjected to oscillating loads transverse to the weld, these

stress concentrations tend to initiate fatigue cracks. A transverse butt

weld can reduce the cyclic life by a factor of ten compared to the as-rolled

plate. Features such as backing rings and weld undercut tend to reduce

fatigue endurance further by creating more severe stress concentrations.

The fatigue strength of plate butt welds is markedly improved by machining

or grinding the surfaces flush after welding.

If transverse butt welds are sufficient to reduce fatigue strength, it can

be anticipated that fillet welds and partial penetration welds, with their

inherently severe stress concentrations, perform poorly under fatigue

loading. Not only is this so, but the flexibility of fillet welds

encourages their use to fit gussets, brackets, splice plates and other odd

attachments that give rise to a general stress concentration in addition to

localized effects near the welds. Beware of making minor fillet-welded

attachments to members carrying cyclic loads with the lame excuse that the

welds are "not strength welds". "These non-strength welds may well be a

feature that impair the fatigue life of the structure.

- 14 -
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The approach that has been adopted for fatigue design of structures such as

bridges is based on fatigue testing of typical welded details to enable the

details to be put into different categories of cyclic life. By comparison

with standard charts, the designer may determine the fatigue life of a

structure from its lowest quality detail.

The ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code gives other criteria for design of

welded components subject to cyclic loading from plant operation. The ASHE

Code gives stress indices, reflecting the stress concentrations that occur

at welds, which are used to factor the allowable working stresses in the

joints. The ASHE B&PV Code also tends to restrict the use of poor fatigue

details such as fillet welds or permanent backing rings in many cases.

2.6 Brittle Fracture

Failure of welded structures by "brittle" or fast fracture is fortunately

rare. However, the serious consequences of a catastrophic failure of large

structures such as bridges, ships and pressure vessels - and the fact that

such failures have occurred - justify the effort to understand and avoid

them. Much of what is known about fast fracture stems from research begun

in the 1940's after a number of welded ships literally broke in two - some

while berthed in calm seas.

Materials can exhibit different ~odes of failure under different

circumstances. Structural steels are normally expected to show a high level

of ductility, which makes them excellent materials for many applications.

Unfortunately structural steel, along with other materials, can fail in a

brittle manner under certain conditions, resulting in the rapid propagation

of a fracture.

The factors promoting fast fracture of a steel structure are:

1. Tensile Stress
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2. Stress Concentration

3. Low Temperatures

4. . Large Th~=knesses

5. Material Microstructure

Welding contributes to these conditions in several ways -- in addition to

the fact that welding makes possible the monolithic, highly stressed

structures that are susceptible to brittle fracture in the first place!

Welding can add tensile residual stresses of yield point magnitude locally.

Severe stress concentrations can be introduced by welds, both from the

geometry of the surface and internal defects such as cracks. Welding may

also locally alter the microstructure of the material to produce zones of

poor ductility and toughness.

Several measures are adopted in codes such as the ASHE Boiler and Pressure

Code to ensure fracture-safe design of large components. Materials are

tested by fracture mechanics techniques to ensure they possess adequate

toughness at the test and service temperatures. Charpy notch impact tests

are carried out on weld metal and heat affected zones in the weld procedure

qualification test coupons. Welds in thicker sections are given heat

treatment to relieve residual stresses. Surface and volumetric ncn

destructive examinations are used to detect. any weld defects that may

exist.

2.7 Distortion

The intense beating and rapid cooling of welding cause metals to undergo

localized expansions and contractions which result in permanent distortion

of ~he workpiece.

- 16 -
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Typical patterns of distortion in a single V-groove weld are illustrated

below, Fig. S. Transverse shrinkage in multi-pass groove welds can amount

to 1/16 to 1/8 inch, depending on the number of passes. Longitudinal

shrinkage can be of the order of 1/8 inch per 10 feet of weld.

Distortion is as much a design problem as a manufacturing one. Good design

practice with respect to distortion is:

1: Ensure good joint fit-up.

2. Design to keep the length of weld seams and the size of weld deposits

to a minimum.

3. Balance welds about the neutral axis of a section to prevent bOWing.

4. Avoid welding as a means of assembling finished machined parts to

precise dimensions. Weld,!!!!!! finish machine.

f

- -- -- --- - -== ~

I I
I I'
I "f\ I
I ,,~ I
I 1''\ II
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f' "

I .. Ic..
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II ;0

I .~ IIJ"
I" 1\1)I
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I
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1/\ '\ I
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~=-:-=-::-,...>~_\u/_-=-=-=-:j .,~,\", "'~<""" J

Figure S: TYPICAL V-GROOVE WELD DISTORTION PAT'l'F:.'lNS
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3.0 WELDING PROCESSES

Theoretically, an ideal weld might be formed by bringing together

ultra-clean, precisely matching metal surfaces so as to enable atoms to

share electrons across the interface. Although this ideal is rarely

achieved, there are many practical ways of making satisfactory welds.

The welding processes most used for structural work are termed "fusion

welding processes", because coalescence of the materials is arranged by

melting, or fusing, them. The heat required to locally melt the material in

many fusion welding processes is supplied by an electric arc maintained

between a welding electrode and the workpiece. The heat for melting can be

provided in other ways also. Oxy-acetylene flames, laser and electron beams

are examples of non-arc heat sources.

As well as a heat source, a method is often needed for preventing metal from

reacting with the surrounding atmosphere. Fluxes and slags, blanketing the

weld zone with inert gas, or working in-vacuum are techniques used to avoid

atmospheric contamination.

The great variety of welding processes is an indication of the many ways in

which heating sources and atmospheric shielding can be provided. In fact,

much of the skill of the welding engineer lies in recognizing the essential

requirements for a joint and choosing an appropriate process.

The fusion welding processes described below account for probably 901 of all

structual welding performed, although several economically - important

process have been omitted. Sources of further information on processes are

indicated at the end of the handbook.

- 18 -
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3.1 Oxyfuel Gas Welding (OFW)

The gas used for fuel is selected for its heat output when mixed with

oxygen. Most gas welding is done with oxygen and acetylene gases. It is

normally referred to as oxy-acetylene welding. The hottest flame produced

by any of the oxygen-fuel mixtures is oxy-acetylene. For example,

oxy-acetylene is used for metals having relatively high melting points.

These include the carbon steels, cast irons, stainless steels, copper and

copper alloys.

Other fuel gases, having lower flame temperatures, may be used for metals

and alloys which have relatively low melting points. For example, hydrogen,

natural gas and several manufactured gases are separately combined with

oxygen for welding aluminum, magnesium, lead, zinc and some precious metals.

Cost difference may influence choice.

The three basic flames used for oxy-acetylene gas welding are illustrated in

Figure 6. Each flame type has its specific use with various metals and

alloys. For example, a carburizing flame is normally used when welding

aluminum, a neutral flame when welding carbon steels, and an oxidizing flame

is used for brazing with bronze alloys.
_c:-.\ '--,

2n----~_ J

-.................
Figure 6: TYPICAL OXY-ACETYLENE FLAMES
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Fluxes for Oxy-fuel Gas Welding

An important factor in weld quality is the removal of surface oxides from

the molten weld pool and adjacent areas. Unless the oxides are removed,

f~ion may be difficult and oxides may become entrapped in the solidifying

metal. These conditions occur particularly when the oxides have a higher

melting point than the base metal, and a means must be found to remove these

oXides. Fluxes are applied for this purpose.

Fluxes for oxy-fuel gas welding are available as proprietary mixtures. The

fluxes generally contain mineral OXides, fluorides, and borates with small

quantities of organic binders and wetting agents. These substances react

chemically with the oxides of most metals to form molten slags at welding

temperatures. The slag protects the weld region from the atmosphere and

from the gases in the flame.

The flux may be prepared as a dry powder,· a water-mixed paste, or as a

coating on the filler rod. Dry powder fluxes are applied by dipping the

heated end of the filler rod into the powder. Enough adheres to the rod for

adequate fluxing. Fluxes in paste form are usually painted on the base

metal with a brush and the welding rod may be either painted or dipped.

The common metals and welding rods requiring the use of fluxes are bronze,

cast iron, silicon bronze, stainless steel, nickel alloys, and aluminum.

Carbon steel can be welded without fluxes.

- 20 -
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Equipment for Oxy=fuel Gas Welding

Ga regulators

0 ......eyt..,..
Con......olll.
taevlindlt

~
WoIdi..

• Weldi"'tro«:tt
I'D

,,-",
Ga "DDly regulalor.

:o._~ HO*

Com......"',.
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Figure 7(a): BASIC EQUIPMENT FOR OXY-FUEL GAS \lELDING

Fuel 'lOS
Mi....

- ..:.:.-: r---- -------------
::= 1... _
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Figure (7(b): ELEMENTS OF AN OXY-FUEL GAS IlELDING TORCH
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The minimum basic equipment needed for perform oxy-fuel gas welding is shown

schematically in Figure 7. This equipment setup is completely self

sufficient and relatively low in cost. It consists of fuel gas and oxygen

cylinders, each with pressure regulators, hoses for conveying the gases to

the torch, and a torch and tip combination for adjusting the gas mixtures

and producing the desired flame. The same basic equipment is used for torch

brazing and heating operations. By simple substitution of the proper torch

and tip combinations, the equipment is readily available for manual and

carriage-controlled oxygen cutting.

Pressurized oxygen and fuel gases are safe when used with the proper, well

maintained equipment, but present a serious fire or explosion hazard if

handled improperly. Operators should be familiar with the capabilities and

limitations' of the equipment and the rules of safe operation, including

those contained in American National Standard Z49.I, 'Safety in Welding and

Cutting'. published by the American Welding Society.

Applications of Oxy-Fuel Gas Welding

Low carbon, low alloy, and cast steels are most easily welded by the oxy

acetylene process. Stainless steels require the use of fluxes to remove

oxides. Cast irons are difficult to weld by any method. However, repairs

can be made to cast iron components by oxy-acetylene welding if suitable

procedures are employed. Aluminum, brasses, and bronzes Can be joined.

Oxy-acetylene welding should not be used for reactive metals such as

titanium or zirconium.

The process may be used for fabricating sheet metal, tubing or P1P1ng in

relatively thin sections. Because of the low equipment cost and the

flexibility of the process, it is widely used for light fabrication or

mai~tenance operations in the small industrial, agricultural, and automotive

industries. Oxy-acetylene welding is generally unsUited to the quality

requirements for nuclear power stations.

- 22 -
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3.2 Shielded Metal Arc Welding - SHAW - (Stick Welding)

Shielded metal arc welding (SHAW) or manual metal arc welding with stick

electrodes is one of the most commonly used welding processes for structural

work, since it provides freedom of design and high-quality welds in a range

of section thicknesses with a minimum equipment cost.

The electrode consists of a core wire surrounded by a uniform extruded flux

covering, as illustrated in Figure 8. In operation, the arc is struck

between the end of the electrode and the base metal. The core wire

progressively melts and is carried across the arc in droplet form into the

weld pool. The flux is melted with the core wire, forming a slag which

performs the following principal functions:

promotes electrical conduction across the arc

protects the molten metal from atmospheric contamination

modifies the alloy content of the weld metal

controls the bead shape.

The flux covering has a major influence on the handling characteristics of

the electrode and the quality of the weld deposit. 'Handling

characteristics' means the ease of use, the ability to weld in positions

other than the flat position, and whether the electrode will run on AC, DC

electrode negative, or DC electrode positive. A variety of electrode types

are in common use for different applications: see, for example, the

American Welding Society AS.l 'Specification for carbon steel covered

electrodes'. EXX18 is a grade frequently used in structural steel and pres

sure vessel work. According to the AWS classification, the first two digits

give the minimum UTS of the weld metal in kips and the last two digits

denote the handling characteristics. The flux coating in this case is

composed mainly of calcium oxide (lime) and calcium fluoride (fluorspar)

with small amounts of potassium salts to enhance arc stability on AC. About

- 23 -
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30X iron powder is added to the coating to increase the deposition rate.

EXXl8 is a versatile electrode that can be used in all positions to make

high-quality welded joints.

Electrode Coalinl

eo,. WI.. ---.......

e... Met"

Figure 8: SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING

- 24 -
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Some coated are welding electrodes are designed for use only with direct

current, either DC electrode negative (DCEN), also known as straight

polarity, or DC electrode positive (DCEP), also called reverse polarity.

Others are designed specifically for alternating current although these will

usually work on DC. The type of current and polarity used should generally

follow the recommendations of the electrode manufacturer.

Manual'metal are welding requires experienced welding operators. Simple

welding operations may be taught in a few weeks, but an operator capable of

making satisfactory welds in all positions, on a variety of =stals, is a

highly skilled artisan usually of long experience. Equipment is very

portable, for use in the shop or in the field.

I .....,.

Doe" .....1._" .....,
s_

Figure 9: ELECTRIC CIRCUIT FOR SHAW
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3.3 Submerged Arc Welding (SAW)

In submerged arc welding (SAW), a continuous wire electrode is fed into a

mound of granular flux that covers the joint. The welding head is

traversed mechanically along the joint and flux is added continuously, as

illustrated in Figure 10. The arc causes the base metal, electrode, and

- 2S -



flux in ~he immedia~ely vicini~y ~o mel~. The mel~ed base ma~erial and

filler flow ~ogether in the join~. At ~he same time, the mel~ed flux floats

on ~he surface, forming a pro~ec~ive slag. Since the arc runs beneath the

flux covering without sparks, smoke, or flash, the opera~or needs li~tle

prptective equipment. Unmelted excess flux can be reclaimed.

Originally developed for fully automatic operation, SAW is widely used for

heavy structural fabrication such as pla~e girder production, pressure

vessel manufac~ure, and shipbuilding. Submerged arc can produce high

quality multi-pass welds in substan~ial sec~ion ~hicknesses. There are

several variations of the process, designed to permit higher deposition

ra~es. Various multiple elec~rode sys~ems, such as twin wires in tandem,

~hat use one or more power sources wi~h different types of elec~rical

connec~ion are available. Also available is a semi-automa~ic version wi~h a

hand-held torch. Due ~o ~he high deposition ra~es ~hat can be achieved, SAW

offers excellen~ produc~ivi~y and a low cos~ per pound of deposi~ed me~al.

One disadvan~age of ~he process is that i~ can be used only in ~he fla~ or

horizon~al fille~ positions. Mechanical manipula~ors are commonly used to

position the workpiece for welding.

(

, ..-1\.QU'4G-
O'lt(,1\O" 0- ; AC.OC

Figure 10: SUBMERGED ARC WELDING PROCESS
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Recommended Currents and DeDosition rates

The tables below indicate typical current ranges for each particular

electrode size.

,,-,._..
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Figure 11: TYPICAL SUBMERGED-ARC WELDING HEAD
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3.4 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) - TIG, Heliarc
(

In gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), an arc is maintained between a non

consumed tungsten alloy electrode and the workpiece, as indicated in Figure

12. Shielding gas flows through a nozzle which surrounds the electrode,

protecting the heated weld zone from atmospheric contamination. The

shielding gas is usually argon or helium, although mixtures of argon with up

to lOX hydrogen are sometimes used for welding stainless steels, and

nitrogen may be used for welding copper. Filler is added separately when

required for metallurgical reasons or to provide weld reinforcements. Many

metals can be welded without the addition of filler, given suitable joint

preparations.

(
;

ilr~~'"
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.'" / rJtG-E~~~ClI'JIIII:D~ (JIJ a
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. .,.." e:- ~'''JJ ~ ... ,,,..-. 1,1••" - MGHC,.Y CONCENTRATED t-€AT

Figure 12: GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
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GTAW Process Operation

The arc converts electrical energy into heat. Most of the heat is generated

at the surfaces of the electrode and workpiece by the emission and absorp

tion of electrons and ions. The positive terminal or anode receives about

60% of the energy dissipated in the arc and the negative terminal or cathode

about 30%. The electrically-conducting ionised gas that fills the space

betwBen the cathode and the anode, although at very high temperature

(lO,OOOOC), makes little direct contribution to heating of the workpiece.

Thus arc heating differs from heat transfer from an ordinary flame.

e

OCRP (DC ,I«1nHiIpo""~)

872028/
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Figure 13: ELECTRON (-) AND ION (+) FLOW IN THE GTAW ARC

GTAW is usually operated on DC with the electrode connected to the negative

terminal of the power supply and the workpiece to the positive terminal.

This polarity produces the greatest heat input to the workpiece. The

opposite polarity is sometimes used for welding aluminum or magnesium alloys

because it is found to cause removal of the tenacious oxides that form on

the surfaces of these metals. However, electrode positive polarity results

in most of the heat being generated at the tungsten electrode, limiting its

current carrying capacity. The bead size that can be produced with DC
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electrode positive is thus restricted. AC provides a useful compromise

between oxide removal and heat input for welding aluminum or magnesium.
(

DC Electrode neoative -deep
penetration narrow weld

DC Electrode positivo- shollow
wide weld

(
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Figure 14: TYPICAL WELD PENETRATION OBTAINED WIrn GTAW DC ELECTRODE

NEGATIVE (DCEN) AND DC ELECTRODE POSITIVE (DCEP)

On AC operation, a high voltage must be available to reignite the arc each

time the current passes through zero. This is commonly accomplished using

special power supplies having either a square output waveform or a high

frequency, high voltage generator. Independent of arc reignition, a

phenomenon known as 'inherent rectification' may occur on AC operation due

to the semiconducting nature of metal oxides. This results in a DC current

component which tends to saturate power supply transformers, making it

necessary to derate them to about 70% of their usual value. If considered

detrimental, these effects can be corrected by inserting a large capacitor

in the power circuit.
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Figure 15: VOLTAGE AND CURRENT WAVEFO!L'tS FOR AN A.C. WELDING ARC
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Automated GTAW is often used to make welds in small tubes and sheet metal.

In such cases, it is important to control the weld bead shape and deeth of
penetration. The fused cross-section obviously depends on the arc energy.

A number of other variables also affect bead shape, however. including: arc

length, shielding gas composition, and electrode tip geometry. Another,

elusive variable is the effect on fused zone shanA nf m;"n~ A;~~ ~_ --

base material composition. These effects tend to make precise control of

weld penetration more difficult. even usinv rAI .... ;".. 1" ~n.,h'~_'_~__ .J

machines. Several measures may be taken to improve ~ontrol of weld penetra

tion. Pulsing the current between a 'peak' and 'background' level at

frequencies in the range 1 to 10 Hz has some beneficial effects on control

of penetration and is commonly included on GTAW power supplies. Heat sinks

placed beside the weld can aid control of penetration. Feedback systems for
______ " ~ __ .__ ,..2 • _ ~ ........ ~ UGwa ut::t:u U"V8.10pea :tor

some applications. Perhaps, however. it is best to avoid the need for
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GTAW Materials and Applications

Gas tungsten arc can be used to join a number of metals for which no satis

factory flux-shielded processes exist. GTAW can make high-quality welds in

carbon and stainless steels, Dickel alloys, aluminum, copper, titanium, and

zirconium alloys. The major process applications are the manufacture of

components in these materials for the nuclear, aerospace, and chemical

industries.

For the most basic applications, the torch and filler are manipulated

manually. Equipment for manual GTAW is comparatively simple. The power

supply would include a HF generator for arc starting, a foot rheostat for

fine current control, and possibly the means for current pulsing.

In GTAW, the travel speed, current, arc length, and filler wire feed rate

may be varied independently over wide ranges. Consequently, GTAW is flexi

ble and easy to apply in mechanised form. Machines for tube, pipe, and

tube-to-tubesheet welding are available commercially. The equipment

typically comprises a mechanised torch carriage and a power supply which

incorporates controls for welding current, carriage speed, wire feed rate,

and gas flow levels, with timers to control the process sequence. Some form

of seam tracking mechanism may also be included. One-axis seam tracking

systems based on sensing the voltage drop across the arc are very useful for

pipe welding because they eliminate the need to align the welding fixture

exactly concentric with the pipe and can cope with weld bUild-up in

multi-pass ~elds.

The greatest disadvantage of the GTAW process is the low deposition rate and

hence the low productivity. Two process variants have been developed to

improve productivity. In hot-wire GTAW, AC is passed through the filler

from a separate power supply, preheating the wire before it enters the weld

pool, Figure l6(a). In the flat position, the filler can be deposited up to

- 32 -
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five times faster than conventional GTAW. Alternatively, productivity can

be improved by reducing the area of the weld preparation and hence the

volume of metal that must be deposited. So called 'Narrow-GaD' GTAW h~c

been employed for joining thick pipes. This process requires special

arrangements for supplying shielding gas to the bottom of the grOOVA ~n~

close control of the process variables in order to ensure adequate sidewall

fusion (Figure l6(b)).

Ho'.Wi'·_(....;.~r.-_

Torch Torch

~
WO'k

. .;~ •.- Wi,. FNdI
Poww Cantrol

<...

Figure 16(a): HOT WIRE GTAW EQUIPMENT

0-5"

I~ tlec trade
...-"......-"??""""'""l I

I·: "
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N

Figure 16(b): TYPICAL NARROW GAP WELD PREPARATION
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3,5 Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)-MIG/MAG. AIRCOMATIC

In gas metal arc welding (GMAW), a continuous wire electrode is fed

mechanically through a welding torch which also provides gas shielding for

the weld zone, as indicated in Figure 17. An arc is maintained between the

end of the wire and the workpiece. GMAW is used invariably with DC and
,

usually with the electrode positive. The shielding gas may be argon,

argon-oxygen, argon-hydrogen, argon-earbon diOXide, carbon diOXide, or one

of several proprietary mixtures, depending on the metal being welded and the

weldi~g procedure.

(

Wire dri lie may be
located in .eldinQ
Qun handle or at
wire rHI

Shield Qas
wire
cti-.

Gas
suppy

OCwelder Contaetor
Contral. for
qovemnq wire drive
current Qa. flow and
coo&1ICJ wa. it u.ed

!8/
-2

Figure 17: SCHL~TIC DIAGRAM OF GAS METAL ARC WELDING PROCESS

The form of metal transfer across the arc depends on a number of variables.

such as current, voltage, wire diameter and feed rate, shielding gas, and

the power supply electrical characteristics. Three modes of metal transfer

are used:
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a) Spray or droplet transfer: Above a transition current and voltage for

• given wire diameter and feed rate, small droplets are detached from

the end of the wire and propelled across the arc by electromagnetic

forces. A constant arc length is maintained by variable speed wire

drive rolls reacting to changes in the arc voltage. Alternatively,

power sources with a flat static output characteristic can be used

which provide a large change in current and hence burn-off rate for a

given change in arc voltage. The latter is more convenient for

manually-held torches where the wire is fed at constant speed through a

long, flexible conduit.

I.
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.. I.
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Figure 18: THE SHORT-CIRCUIT OR DIP-TRANSFER PROCESS Upper: typical

voltage and current records; below: appearance of process

from high-speed cine record.

b) Short-circuiting or dip transfer: At lower voltages, arc length is

reduced so that drops contact the workpiece before detaching from the

wire, thus forming a short cirCUit. The short circuit results in a

rapid rise in current, which fuses the metallic bridge and
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re-establishes the arc. Under certain narrowly defined conditions, a

stable cyclic short-circuiting process takes place, as illustrated in.

Figure 18. For this process to operate, a flat power source charac

teristic is required, with an adjustable dynamic response. For a given

metal-shielding gas combination, there is an optimum set of operating

conditions for each diameter of electrode wire. The advantages of the

short-circuiting process are the ability to weld in all positions and

the ability to weld thin-gauge materials due to the low heat input.

c) Pulsed or Synergic transfer: At intermediate currents, an erratic,

globular form of metal transfer takes place. Pulsing the current can

induce regular droplet detachment. This recent process development

permits a wider range of operating conditions and the ability to weld

out of position.

(

)28/
l-2

Gas metal arc welding can be used to join a variety of metals inclUding

carbon and low alloy steels, nickel alloys, aluminum, magnesium, coppers and (

bronze. The process is relatively new, being developed in the 1960's, and

has enjoyed a rapid growth in application, particularly in the manual,

semi-automatic form, because of the high productiVity that can be achieved

compared to SHAW. Typical applications include automotive assembly,

shipbuilding, earthmoving equipment, and structural steelwork. The process

is readily converted to fully mechanized operation. In this form it is

used, for instance, to apply corrosion resistant cladding to components for

the nuclear industry and for joining sections of oil pipelines. Because of

the complexity of the process, properly maintained equipment and an

investment in procedure development are necessary to realize the full

economic benefits, however.
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Advantages of GHAW

A summary of its advantages includes:

a) High deposition rate;

b) Greater percentage of arc time since electrode changing is eliminated;

c) A more economical use of filler metal since there is virtually no stub

loss;

d) A potential for high-quality veld metal.

3.6 Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)

This process is very similar to the gas metal arc process previously

described, but, rather than using a solid vire, a hollov vire containing

various fluxing or alloying ingredients is used. It is a consumable

electrode process in that an arc is struck betveen the electrode and the

vorkpiece causing the electrode (and flux ingredients) to melt. The

electrode vire is continuously fed into the arc from a coil.

There are tvo main variations of the process, one using an external

shielding gas and the other self-shielding. In the latter, gases are

generated from the flux and special ingredients are included to reduce

contamination of the veld metal by oxygen and nitrogen. The principal of

operation of the tvo versions are shown in Figs. 19 and 20.
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Figure 19(a): GAS SHIELDED FLUX CORED ARC WELDING

(
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Figure 19(b): SELF-SHIELDED FLUX CORED ARC WELDING
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The gun can be mounted on a carriage as a fully mechanized process, or used

in the semi-automatic mode in which the gun is hand held and manipulated by

the welder. In this way the process retains the flexibility of shielded

metal arc welding, but has the advantage of a high duty cycle and high

deposition rate. The flux cored process can produce high quality welds and

is being used increasingly on steel fabrication in the medium thickness

range.

Types of Wire Construction

A wide range of tubular flux cored wires are available and several types

wire construction have been used. Some examples are shown in Fig. 20.

872028/
7012-2

Figure 20: CROSS SECTIONS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF CORED WIRES

Gases

The most common gas used with flux cored welding is carbon dioxide (CO,) at

a typical rate of 35 cu.ft/hr (16.5 L/min.). High penetration is achieved

with this gas, and steel up to 1/2 in. (13 mm) thick may be welded without

an edge preparation. With CO" the transfer of metal is usually globular.
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Because of the oxidizing nature of CO 2 gas shield, the wire contains various

deoxidizing elements (usually silicon and manganese), which react with the

oxygen in the weld metal and prevent porosity. Gas mixtures may be used,

and a 75% argon, 25% CO 2 mixture is popular and often preferred for welding

out of position. CO 2 gas is about less expensive than argon or helium.

With the self shielding system, no external gases are required and all of

the necessary shielding, deoxidation and denitrifying comes from ingredients

in the core of the wire. This makes the equipment simpler and also makes

the process more tolerant to wind which could disturb an external gas shield

in an outdoor application.

Materials

The flux cored process is used primarily for welding steels including

structural grades, pressure vessel grades, alloy steels and some stainless

steels. It is also used on cast iron and can be used for hard surfacing,

overlaying and repair bUild-up.

Electrodes

Specifications for flux cored tubular wires are covered in AWS 5.20 and

CAS W48.5. There are differences between the American and Canadian

specifications which should be noted.

Flux cored wires have the designation "T", meaning tubular and several types

are specified covering both gas shielded and self-shielded types. Most gas

shielded wires are operated electrode positive, but some (including some

self-shielded wires) are operated electrode negative.
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Welding Parameeers

Voltage can have an important effect on the head shape. A high voleage

leads to a wide bead and may give excessive spaeter. vhile too Iowa voltage

viII reduce penetration and give a convex bead. In the self shielding

system incorrect voltage may also lead to increased pick up of nitrogen from

the air.
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·4.0 WELDMENT QUALITY

Quality is a relative term. In engineering usage, an item has the right

quality if it performs satisfactorily through its life -- in other words, if

it has "fitness-for-purpose".

The selection of a particular quality level for an item is a judicious

balance of design, manufacture and inspection which will achieve fitness

for-purpose at the lowest total cost over the full life of the structure.

Quality levels car. be permitted to vary among different weldments, depending

on the service required. Specifying needlessly high quality levels can add

substantially to the cost of a fabrication with no benefit. On the other

hand, if quality is insufficient, failures may result in excess costs of

lost service and high maintenance, if not worse. It should be realized that

the lowest fabrication costs may not correspond with the lowest total cost

over the life of a product.

Selection of a quality level for fitness-for-purpose involves design

consideration of the following main factors:

1. Service Conditions: Stress levels, whether the loading is static or

dynamic in nature, working temperatures, corrosion and wear.

(

(

2. Material Properties:

rosion resistance and

Also, any detrimental

must be considered.

Materials of suitable strength, toughness, cor

other relevant properties must be selected.

effects of welding and fabrication on materials

3. Risk of Defects Arising: Welding procedures can produce defects of

various types.

- 42 -2028/
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4. Risk of Defects Not Being Detected:

inaccessible geometry can result in

Inadequate inspection or

defects being missed. There is a

I



finite risk that some defects will go undetected even by

properly-applied inspection processes.

S. The Consequences of Failure: The consequences of structural failure

tend to increase with:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

. (iv)

Size of structure

Stored energy (pressure vessels, towers, etc.)

Location with respect to people

Loss of production (a simple boiler tube failure may require

little repair effort, but production loss is costly).

372028/
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Fortunately, valuable guidance is provided by the many codes and standards

which govern welded fabrication and define the quality requirements for

reasonably safe operation of structures of various types. These codes and

standards often indicate component designs, allowable stress levels,

material properties, inspection and acceptance standards for weld

discontinuities which have been proven through long experience.

4.1 Fusion Weld Discontinuities

Fusion weld discontinuities are interruptions of the typical structure of a

weldment such as a lack of homogeneity in the mechanical, metallurgical, or

physical characteristics of the material or weldment. Discontinuities which

exceed recognized acceptance standards are termed "defects", a word which

signifies rejectability.

Fusion weld discontinuities may be classified into three major groups:

namely process and procedures related, metallurgical and design related.

Some discontinuities are related to specific welding processes, while others

are related to particular base or filler metals. Discontinuities may be

found in the weld metal, the heat affected zone and the base metal. The

common weld discontinuities are listed in the table below and are depicted

schematically in Figure 21.
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COMMON TYPES OF FUSION WELD DISCONTINUITIES (

028/
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Type of
discon1:inui1:y

Porosi1:y
Uniformly
Sca1:1:ered
Cluster
Linear
Piping

Inclusions
Slag
Tungs1:en

Incomplete fusion

Inadequate joint
penetration

Undercut

Underfill

Overlap

Laminations

Delamination

Seams and laps

Lamellar tears

Cracks (includes
hot cracks and
cold cracks)
Longitudinal

Depic1:ion on
Figs. 21

la
lb
Ie
ld

2a
2b

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12a

Loca1:iona

W

W

W

W

BM

W

BM

BM

BI1

BM

W,HAZ

-44-

Remarks

Weld only, as discussed
herein

At joint boundaries or
between passes

Root of weld preparation

Junction of weld and base
metal at surface

Outer surface of joint
preparation

Junction of weld and base
metal at surface

Base metal, generally near
mid-thickness of section

Base metal, generally near
mid-thickness of section

Base metal surface almosl:
always longitudinal

Base metal, near weld HAZ

Weld or base metal adjacent
to weld fusion boundary



COMMON TYPES OF FUSION WELD DISCO~7INUITES (Cont'd.)

Type of
discontinuity

Transverse

Crater

Throat

Toe

Root

Underbead and
heat-affected
zone

Depiction on
Figs. 21 Locationa Remarks

l2b W.HAZ.BIt Weld (may propagate into HAZ
and base metal)

l2c W Weld. at point where arc is
urminated

l2d W Weld axis

l2e HAZ Junction between face of
weld and base metal

l2f W Weld metal. at root

l2g HAZ Base metal. in HAZ

Fissures W weld metal

d72028/
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W-weld, Bit-base metal, HAZ-heat-affected zone
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Figure 21: SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF WELD DISCONTINUITIES
IN DOUBLE V-GROOVE WELD
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Porosity

Porosity is rounded voids caused by gas entrapped in solidifying weld metal.

"Uniformly scattered porosity" may be distributed throughout single- or

multi-pass welds. "Clustered porosity" is a localized grouping of pores

often associated with weld bead start/stop locations. "Linear or aligned

porosity" is pores aligned with a weld interface or the weld root. "Piping

porosity" is a term for elongated gas pores.

At the levels generally permitted by industry codes and standards, porosity

has little effect on the static strength or ductility of structural steel

weldments. Under cyclic loading, the effects of porosity are generally

overshadowed by the surface stress concentrations around the weld. If the

surfaces of a butt weld are dressed flush, porosity exposed on the surface

may contribute to fatigue crack initiation.

Inclusions

"Slag inclusions" are non-metallic material entrapped in the weld, and may

be present in welds made by flux-shielded processes. Sharp crevices at

joint boundaries or between weld passes tend to trap slag. With proper

technique, molten slag floats to the surface of the weld pool.

"Tungsten inclusions" are particles of tungsten electrode trapped in weld

metal deposited With the gas tungsten arc welding process. These discon

tinuities may be caused if the tungsten electrode is inadvertently dipped

into the weld pool, or if the current is too high causing melting of the

electrode.

The influence of inclusions on weld integrity is similar to that of

porosity. Moderate slag concentrations, up to about 4 volume percent of the

weld zone, have little effect on the static properties of the lower strength
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steel weld metals. Slag inclusions can influence the fatigue behavior of

weldments, particularly inclusions at or near the surface, which create a

greater stress concentration than similar, buried inclusions.

rncomplete Joint Fusion

Incomplete fusion is a failure to fuse and bond with either the base

material or underlying weld passes. Incomplete fusion generally results

from improper welding technique.

Incomplete fusion affects weld joint integrity in a manner similar to other

rounded stress concentrations described previously, slag inclusions and

porosity.

Inadequate Joint Penetration

When the weld zone fails to penetrate and fuse an area of the joint, the

unfused area is described as inadequate penetration, as may happen for

example in the root pass of groove welds.

Inadequate joint penetration may reduce the joint lead-bearing area, and

when present on the surface of single-groove welds, creates a severe stress

concentration which would tend to initiate failure under cyclic loading.

Undercut

Undercut is a surface notch running parallel to the weld at the interface

between weld metal and base metal. Undercut is often present to some

degree. In severe cases, due to faulty technique, undercut adds to the

stress concentration effect at the weld toes.
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Underfill

Underfill is simply the failure to completely fill the joint with weld

metal, and is corrected by adding further weld metal.

Overlap

Overlap is a cold shut or lap between the weld root or surface reinforcement

and the adjacent base material. Overlap is created by incorrect welding

procedures. Overlap creates a severe surface stress concentration.

Cracks

Cracks.are generally planar (or approximately so) discontinuities with a

large ratio of length to opening displacement. Cracks may be formed at

elevated or at low temperatures, may exist in the weld metal, the heat

affected zone, or the base material, and may take a variety of

orientations.

Cracking in its several forms is usually regarded as the weld discontinuity

most detrimental to performance. A crack, by its very nature, is sharp at

its extremities and thus acts as a severe stress concentrator. In addition,

the presence of cracking signifies a loss of metallurgical control.

Therefore cracks, regardless of size, are normally not permitted by most

fabrication codes.

Cracks and crack-like discontinuities can be evaluated by fracture mechanics

techniques when the material, the defect, and the stress conditions are well

defined. This type of assessment is performed on bigh-value plant when

repair would be difficult or impossible but continued service is desired.

This approach is employed for instance to evaluate flaws detected during

in-service inspection of nuclear reactor vessels.
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4.2 Inspection

Inspection is a tool for achieving the desired quality or "fitness-for

purpose". Inspection of final product for acceptance or rejection does not

alone make quality products. The only thing that puts quality into products

is making them right in the first place. Inspection at appropriate times

during manufacture according to a logical inspection plan enables quality to

be monitored before defects are produced.

Welding inspectors must be familiar with all phases of the fabrication

activities that apply to their product line. This includes understanding o£

requirements for welding procedure specifications, qualification testing and

the application of various examination and testing methods, as well as a

working knowledge of applicable codes, specifications and laws governing the

quality of specific components. It is beneficial if inspectors are

certified to a recognized standard, for example the Welding Inspector

Qualification and Certification Program of the American Welding Society, or

the Canadian Standards Association Standard W178 "Qualification Code for

Welding Inspection Organizations".

Several Non-Destructive Examination (NOE) techniques are used to evaluate

weldments, generally in order to (i) improve reliability by eliminating

defects, (ii) to determine acceptability in accordance with a code or

specification, (iii) to provide information for repair decisions, or (iv) to

reduce costs by preventing further processing of defective material.

Non-destructive examination methods generally have the following elements:

A probing medium (light, ultrasound, etc.)

A component that is compatible with the probing medium

A device for detecting effects or difference upon the probing

medium

A method for interpreting and acting upon the results.
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The commonly used NOE methods for weldment inspection are:

1. Visual inspection (with or without optional aids) (VT)

2. Liquid penetrant (PT)

3. Magnetic particle (HT)

4. Radiography (RT)

5. Eddy current (ET)

6. Ultrasonic (UT)

7. Acoustic emission (AET)

The characteristics of these NOE techniques are described very briefly in

the table below. More detailed discussion of NOE methods. procedures, and

the type of discontinuity that each method will reveal is given in AWS Bl.0

"Guide for Non-destructive Inspection of Welds" and "Welding Inspection"

(2nd Ed, 1980), published by the American Welding Society. The AWS Handbook

(Vol. 5) also gives a condensed review of NOE methods.

Nondestructiwe lestins methods

£q:uipmcnc needs Applications

v...

Malnifam.colorenhanc:emt'nl., proe
]«lon. Olher measurement eqUIP
ment. i.e.. ruaen. micrometen. opci.
cal comparatoR.. lipu SOUla.

Welds which ha~discontinuilicson
lhe surface.

Economtal. expedient. requim rei·
alivcty lillie lraanin. and rdallvely
lillie <qUi_" for _y .,ploca
tions.

Limited to C&lcma.I or,unacc candi..
lions only. Limited to the visuat
XUII, of the obscrYcrl iflS1)eCtor.

Gilmma fay soun:cs. gamma r:lY
camera proJecton. film holders.
films. &cad screens. film procewns
equipmcnc. film vinrcn. exposure
facilities. radiation monitonng
eqwpmenL

Most weld discontinuities lnc:ludinl
crxks. porosity. lack of rusion. in..
complete pcnctralloft. sJq. as well as
corrosion and lit....p deiecu. wall
thickness. dimensional evaluations.

Pcnnanmt ruord -enables rniew
by pantel At a lact date. GAmma
1OW'C'n may be POSIUOnec inside of
KCCSSible objects. i.e.• pipes. de.• (or
unusual technique radiosraphs.
EncfIY drlCient soura: requu'ts no
clcarical cnct'IY (or production of
pmmarays.

R~i:auoft is a ufety haurd-re..
quires spca~ raalities or~3Swhere
cadi.lUun will be UJCd :and rcqllua
speci:a1 monitorinl of exposure lev..
els and dosaaa to penonneL Sour..
ces (samnu) decay OWT their half..
lives and must be pcT'iodically J1:.

pl:lCCd. Gamma sources have::t. c:o"..
starn cnrtIY 01 output (wnelcnllh)
and annot be adjuslN. Gamma
souro: and relatcc1liecnsing require..
neftlS ate cxpemive. Radiography

requires highly skilled operatin, and
interpretive personnel.
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Equipment needs Applications

Radiocnpby (X·Ra,s.

Advantages limiwioRS

X-r.ay ~uum:s. fm;achincst. clcetric:lJ
po,*cr source. l;imc gcner:al '-"4uipo
ment;~ usN with G:amm.. IOUn."O

(..bolte,.

S..mc 3pplic:u.inns .lS 3bovc. AtljUllablc enc.....,. 1C"C'ls. gcner:l.lly
produces hilher qll.'Jlity r:adiogr3phs
than pn;ma sources. Ol'(en penn:a.
nenc record .:II wilh gamma t:w.lio
lI':aphy (..bowel.

Hi!;h initi:ll COSI of ~·r~y equipment.
:"loll generally considcrt:G pon:ablc.
r:a.ii.J.tion hU:lt'd u "With g~mz
,ouras.skilled oper3l10 n.:aJ and inl
prCU\lC penonMI rcqui6ed.

Pubc-echo inslrumcnt apable of
uc:itina a piezoelectric mal1 and
genera,,". ultrasonic energy within
a tat piece. and a suitable caUlodc
ray tube scupe capable o( displayinl
lhe magnitudes of received sound
enerl)'. C.lhbr.uion standard... liq•
•ud couplant.

Most weld discontinuities indudinl
craclu. sLa&. lack or fusion.. IxlL of
bond. thickness. Poisson', ratio may
be obtained by dcecrmininl the mod·
uilis of eluttaty.

Most scnsitive to planar type discon
tinuities. Tcsc results known imme.
diately. Pcnablc. Most ultrasonic
:-..wdeteetondo not rcquin: anelce·
tncal powcroullc1... High penetration
capability.

Surface condition must be suitable
(or couplin,lo cransducer. Couplmt
(liquid) reqUired. SmaJL thin welds
may be difficuk to inspea.. Refer
CftQC:nand2n1soarerequlf"Cd. Requires
a rct:IJ.lvely skilled operator I inspel:.
tor. No record of results in most
<:ucs.

Prods. votes. coils,ujt~b~ (or indue·
in. m~eusm inco the cest piece.
Power source (electrical}. Magnetic
po",dm. some applications require
spcaal ixiliues and uJthviolet lights.

Most weld discontinuities open to
lhe surfxc-wune laree volds slightly
subsurface. Most sUltabtc (orcrxlc.L

Rel.1tivcly cc:onomicaJ. .:100 O:Xpedl·

ent. Inspcctlun ~u,pment i~ const·
dered ponable. Unlike dye pene-
trUb. magnccic particle c:s.n detect
some near surface discontinuities.
Indalions may De preserved on
transparent tape.

Must br :applied to (erTomametic
matenals. P:a.ns must be clean before
uta atccr inspection.. Thick eoalinp
may mask rcjer:table i ndiutions.
Some 3pplicauons requ.lre parts to
be demagnetized alter inspection.
M:agnetic"anicte inspectIon reqwres
usc oi eiCC1ricai mCfgy for man
applications.

UqllidP..........

Fluorescent or dye penetrant. devcl·
open. c1e:anns (solvents. emulslfien..
etc.). SUitable clanin. gc:ll. Ultra.
Violet light source If nuorneent dye
is used.-

Weld discontinuities open 10 sur·'
face. i.e.• cracks. porosity. sc:uns.

~ay be used on :all non-poroUl
materials. Ponable. relati,·ely .nex·
pensive equipment. Expedient In·
spection rt'Sults. Results are easily
interpmcd. Requires no e1ectric.J.I
e:ncfl)' excepc (Of' Ii,he source. Indi·
cations may be further ex..mncd
visu.ally.

Surfxc films such as coa-eings. sc.J.1e.
sme3nd metal maslL or hide r'CJccc.
able defects. Blced out (rom porous
surbccs c:an also ",ask indications{
Pans must be dUlled befo~ and
~ICI' insprea.ion.

Edd,C__

An inSlrumcnt cap:able oC induclnl
elmrom:agnctic fields within a lese
pi«e :lnd sensing the rcsuJting cl«·
tric21 CUfTenl1 (aid)·) so !nduccd
with a $uil.1.blc probe or detector.
C..L.Iibr;tuon standards.

Weld diKontlnuilies open to the sur·
(.1« (i.e•• li:r:aclcs. porosity. Ixlr. of
(uslon) ;as well .u some subsun·:ace
inclusions. Alloy content.. heattreac·
menc V:&n;a(IOftS. wallihickness.

ReI3tivclyes.pedicnl.low cost. AUIQo.
malion pOSSible (or symmetrical
parts.. ~o coupl:ant reqUired. Probe
docs nOI have 10 be in intimate con·
IXl With test piece.

LimIted to conductilte materi3ls.
Sh;ul~wdepth o( penetr::Ulon. Some
indications may be mouked by p3tt
geometry due to sensltivicy v:uia.
(ions. Reiercnce scandatcl required.

Acoustie Emissoion

Emission senson. :amplifying clcc~

tronies. signal proccsstnl electrotllcs
includins frC'Quenl.")' galtcs. filten. A
suitable outpul system (or evaJ,Ual·
ins the ~cou.stic silJnall.luciio monl·
lor. vis~ monitor. countcn. 1.1pC

recorders. :<..y recorder).

tnlcmat crxking in welds durinS
cooling. crxlc. initiation and growlh

""os.

Re:lJ time and conunuous sun'eil~

lance inspection. Mol)' be inspected
rcmolely. P.onability or inspection
.lppantus.

ReqUires the use oC transduce"
coupled on thelcst pan surface. Pan
must be in -usc" or stressed. More
ductIle m::atcri~yield low :unplitude
emiSSions. ~o.sc must be f.ltered OUI
of the inspection system.
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5.0 DRAWING SYMBOLS FOR WELDING AND NOE

Standard symbols for welding and NOE are used on engineering draWings to

convey, concisely and precisely, the design requirements. The use of such

symbols is much preferable to vague annotations such as "weld here", "weld

all round". etc.

The complete system of symbols is described in AWS A2.4 "Symbols for

Welding and Nondestructive Testing", published by the American Welding

Society. Designers and drafting personnel should refer to this publication

to select or interpret symbols. Information presented here describes the

fundamentals of the symbols and how to apply them.

A complete welding symbol as shown in Figure 22 consists of the following

elements:

1. Reference line (always show~ horizontal)

2. Arrow

3. Basic weld symbol

4. Supplementary symbols

5. Tail

6. Dimensions and other data

7. Specifications. process. or other references.

All elements need not be used unless reqUired.

The position of the basic weld symbol above or below the reference line is

used to indicate whether the joint is welded from the Side of the arrow, or

the other side. As illustrated in Fig. 23, symbols depicting an "arrow

side" weld are always placed below the reference line. Symbols depicting an

"other-side" weld are always placed above the reference line. If a joint is

welded on both sides, the weld symbol is repeated above and below the line.
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Some weld symbols. however. have no practical arrow o~ other side

significance - for example. symbols for resistance spot welding.
(

To the basic welding symbol are added supplementary symbols and information

to add further details of the required technique. such as backing. weld
,

contour. weld and weld preparation dimension and welding process. Some

examples are shown in Fig. 24 following.

Gt'OOYe ~.: included
Ingl. of countenink
'Ot plug weld.

Elemena in this
.r.remlinn

1----- shown whln ..il ~

.ndllTOW'"r_
Basic wetd svmbo'
or deail mtr'll'"Cl'

Finish svmbol
Con-. symbot

few plUG mel stot welds

Effect... "'
root7 F rLenglll ol_ld

A A
itch lcenter·to-ant.,

Qepth of pr'e'C)aration; size « spacing) af weld.

rtrenlJ1tI for certain wefd'l
SpKil;g'ion. Orocnl, ; R ~} F;eld we'd symbol

or 0"''' rol.......""" (E) ~ g~ L _ P Arrow conneoting ,.,.

T r.=--"'=i'-:--=---:;-;;E-~==i--":"~~ erenc. lin. to ..rrow
T.il ~ =t Y.I } sid. member of joint

IT.ilomittlld iii ai 0

when mereta - ~ us ~
isnotuMd) ~(N) Weld·all·lI'ound symbol

Number of spot Of I Aefer~ line
projection weld.

Figure 22(a): STANDARD LOCATION OF ELEMENTS OF A WELDING SYMBOL
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$Quote II Searl" v 8_ U J
F... FI_

V -
_JL_ _LL -~_. .Jf-__ _y._ _..1:"_- _:..£. __l.C_

--rr- 7/- -A- -"K-- -~- --~-- -::r-c -rc-

P1u9 Soo. - FI.nge

Fillet .. .. s.m .. SurlKing
lIa. projection bKki"'i Edoe e:...-

--~- _CL
__0 __ _:Q.- _J1_ __ LL_
-e- -~-

- -.c:::::;>" - cox::;

--17'-- -0- _....:::::...- -1-(- --rr---0-- -g-

Figure 22(b): BASIC WELD SYMBOLS
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IB-:;ng
Contour

Wold Fietd
01. weld "'oIt·thrv

....nd

_...
I Flu'" eon- Concovomat....

r ~ ~ F - "'"' '-'
/ - '\ '\ "~

Figure 22(c): SUPPLEMENTARY SYMBOLS

(

Other side

Other side
Arrow side

:Arrow side

(A) AfTOw and other side of a weld

(B) Weld on arrow side

I

Ie) Weld on other side

Figure 23: SIGNIFICANCE OF WELD SYMBOL LOCATION

WITH RESPECT TO ARROW
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t/2

1/2

/

Symbol

Desired weld

Doplh of preparation (each side) - t/2

Groove angle (each sidel - 45·

Roor opening - 1/8 in.

112
.J....l....---1t--U-~"-o:::!

1= \1116
~55·-'\

O.,ired weld joint

Dopth of preparation (arrow side) - 3/4 in.

Dopth of preparation (other side) - 1/2 in.

Root opening - 1116 in.

~/oove angle (arrow sidel • 60·

G/oove angle (other sidel • 55·

First
weld

Symbol

Note: 8G - Back gouge to sound metal

CJP - Complete joint penetration

Figure 24: EXAMPLES OF WELDING SYMBOL USE
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NDE Symbols are similar in concept to weld symbols (Fig. 25) and are applied (

in similar fashion.

NON DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION SYMBOLS

Type of Examination

Acoustic Emission Testing

Eddy Current Testing

Leak Testing

Magnetic Particle

Neutron Radiographic

Penetrant

Proof Test

Radiographic

Ultrasonic

Visual

Symbol

AET

ET

LT

MT

NRT

PT

PRT

RT

UT

VT

/

I

872028/
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As with welding symbols, the location of the NDE symbol below or above the

reference line signifies examination of the arrow at the other side of the

joint respectively. In addition, supplementary information may be added

such as process specification references, length to be examined and the

direction of RT examination.

NeE symbols may be combined with welding symbols or with each other if a

part is to be examined by two or more methods.
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Examples of various NDE symbols are shown in the Figure below.

Reference line

Number of tests \

INI

.::'
'0
'"

C---Basic testing symbol--'"

Test in field

Figure 2S: STANDARD LOCATION OF NDE SYMBOL ELE~

MT
MT

VT+ RT

Figure 26: COMBINED NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION SYMBOLS
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6.0 CODES AND STANDARDS

"Standards" are documents that describe the technical requirements for a

material, process, product, system or service. They may also indicate the

procedures, methods or tests used to determine that the requirements have

been met.

Standards include codes, specifications, gUides and recommended practices.

Codes and specifications are generally couched in somewhat stronger

language to indicate mandatory requirements. Guides and recommended

practices are offered primarily as aids, because their use is usually

optional.

Standards provide a common language which can be used confidently by

purchaser, suppliers and other bodies to communicate requirements.

Standards may be referenced by contractual agreement. In some applications,

often when public safety may be affected, the use of certain codes or

standards is mandatory by law -- ego boiler & pressure vessel codes.

A large number of standards which govern or guide welding activities are

issued by various national standards organizations, private and government

bodies, and industry associations. The table below shows North American

sources of welding-related standards.

The Canadian Standards Association is a voluntary membership organization

engaged in standards development and also testing and certification. The

CSA publishes a number of welding standards covering welding qualifications,

applications, inspection, safety and material (see below). A subject index

of CSA standard~ is available from the eSA.

u.S. standards are widely· employed in Canada. The American Welding Society

publishes numerous standards, covering the general subject areas of:
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l. Definitions and symbols

2. Filler metals

3. Qualification and testing

4. welding processes

5. Welding applications

6. Safety

Many of the AWS Standards have been

by other standards - making bodies.

adopted (sometimes

Thus the American

with modifications)

Institute of Steel

Construction (AISC) Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection

of Structural Steel for BUildings refers to the AWS Structural Welding Code

for welding and welder performance qualifications.

A catalogue of AWS publications may be obtained directly from the American

Welding Society in Miami.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) publishes two codes of

virtually worldwide importance for the power and process industries. the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (B&PVC) consists of eleven sections.

Sections I, III, IV and VIII cover the design, construction and inspection

of power boilers, nuclear power plant components, heating boilers and

unfired pressure vessels, respectively. Section II contains material

specifications, including specifications for welding and brazing materials.

Section V deals with methods and standards for non-destructive testing.

Section IX "Welding and Brazing Qualifications" covers the qualification of

welders, welding and braZing procedures that are to be employed on boilers

or pressure vessels. This section of the ASME Code is often abstracted as

the welding qualification standard for other types of product, something

which should be done with caution.

The ASIfE B&PVC is referenced by the Canadian standards and the regulations

of the prOVincial jurisdictions and the AECB for construction of nuclear

power plants in Canada.
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The ASHE B31, "Code for Pressure Piping" presently consists of six

sections:

B31.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

. 8

Power Piping

Fuel Gas Piping

Chemical Plant and Petroleum Refinery Piping

Liquid Petroleum Transportation Piping

Refrigeration Piping

Gas Transmission and Distribution Piping .

(

!028/
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Section B31.l "Power Piping" is employed for piping installations in C~~U

plants.
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Sourc.,. 01 cod.,. .nd 'lond.rds 01 inte,.,.' to the _ldinS industry

Amenun .'\uociauon oi State Highway and
Tran1pon:u.ion Officials (AASHTO)

""~. C.J.pitai St.• N.W.
Washingtoft. DC 20001
1202) 62"S800

American Bureau of Shippinl (ABS)
65 Broadway
New York. NY 10006
(212)~JOO

,'merican InSCllute of Sleet Construction (AlSO
400 N. Michig.... A\'C.,
ChicalO, II. 60611
(J 12) 670-2400

American National Siudardl Institute (ANSI)
,.30 Broadway
New York. SY locua
(212) JS..JJOO

American htroleum 'nstitute (API)
12.."'0 L 5...... N.W.
WO&Shin~on. DC~,
(202) 457·7000

American R4ilway En,inccrin. Association
IAREAI
~LS".... N.W.
Washin"on. DC 200J6
(2021 KlS·9))h

AmeriC'an Socic1y of MtthanK:al Enlinccn C,\SM EJ
34S Eas. 471h 5'_
Sew Yurko SY 10011
(212) 70S·mZ

AmcricanSociety(otTCSlinlaM MalCrialsCt\STM)
1916 R:u:c 5,_
Pllilod<lphia. PA 1910)
(2151299-~

Amencan Water Worts Association (AWWAI
6ftN't W. Quincy A"'e.
Denvcr. CO MOBS
(30)) 794-7711

Ameriu" Weldin. Societ:y (AWSl
~$O S.W. Wcunc Road
Miami. fl. 13126
tJOSI44).9H3

Associ:nion of American Rililro3ds fAAR,
1920 L StRCt. N.W.
Wouhinlton. DC :D036
(2OZ1135-9Ioo

I. ~ilil3tY SptcifeeOl.ions
2. Fedcr:al SpccitiQliuns
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C.anadian SIa.ndards Association (CSA)
17K RCAd~c Blvd.
Rexdale. Ontario
Canada M9W I RJ
(416\ 7.u..aooo

Compressed Gas Auoeiation (CGA)
123' Jeff Dam Hwy.
Atlinalon. VA m02
(70))9~

Intcrnalioul OIlJnization (or Slandatdlutioa
11501

(Sc.e American Nalional Slandws Institute»

N:monat Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel I.
.pecton INBBPVIl

IOS5 CNrpor AYe.
Columbus. OH 4J229
(614) 881-1320

NOitional Fire Protectton Associauon (NFPAI
Baucrymarch Part
Quincy. MA 02269
(617) J2I.929O

Nanl Publications and Forms Center'
S801 Taber ",\"t:.
Philadelphia. PA 19120
121S) 697·2000

Pipe: Fabncation Institute (PFn
1~26 F,..pon Rd.
Pituburgh. P" 1$2.18
(412) 712.16Z4

Society of Automoli...c Enginccn (5AE)
.aoo Commonwealth Dr.
Wal1"e'ndalc. PA. IS096
(412) 776-1141

Suptrintcndcnt of Documcnul

U.S. GO"'muncnt PrintinlOfflCe
W:uhinglon. DC 20402
(202) 783·J238

Uni(nrm Boller and Pressure Vessel Laws Socxn
\UBPVLS)

2138 Lon, linch Rd.
Oceanside. NY IIS72
ISI615)6-548'
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